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Based on the weather, we had a very short summer and at the ONA office we did not
have summer at all. The office has been a beehive of activity all summer with no slow-
down at all.

We have a new Bargaining Unit President at Middlesex Terrace- Breanne Trelford. She
is really keen and committed to learning about ONA and servicing her members at
Middlesex Terrace. It does take some time to earn your ONA Wings and I know her
members will be very patient and assist her as she learns her new role.

Extendicare and Elmwood Place- we do not have Bargaining Unit Presidents at these
homes. I am pleading with members in those bargaining units to consider taking on
the role of bargaining unit president. The Local will provide education and support you
in the role. When a bargaining unit is without a bargaining unit president- though the
assigned Labour Relations Officer does a great job supporting you, the true meaning
and power of ONA on many fronts remains a mystery to you except what you read in
the Frontlines, on the ONA website and the Local 100 website. If anyone is interested
in functioning in any piece of a bargaining unit - .i.e. health and safety; professional
practice, grievance or maybe negotiations please call the office and we can meet and
have a talk.

Political Action:

The by-election in July in London West saw the executive put into a role that was new
for us and a bit uncomfortable for sure. We took to the phones to encourage members
to get out and vote. ONA is nonpartisan but we were forced into action due to the plat-
form of Tim Hudyk and the PC government. Though some felt we were probably over-
stepping our role, the impact a PC government under Hudyk would have had on our
union, our salary and our defined pension plan left us no choice. Thank you to every-
one that listened to our message and to those executive and the Regional Office staff
that manned the phones. The evening I spent on the phones was not really what I pic-
tured for my birthday but knowing that I have the same birthday as the future King of
England made up for that according to my daughter!

We are not out of the woods yet because there is a looming provincial election ahead
of us I expect in the spring. The Local executive will be meeting very soon to develop
an action plan for the local heading into an election. We will have education; look to
attending London Health Coalition meetings and District Labour Councils over the next
few months and who knows we may develop a “get on the bus campaign” depending
on what we see happening over the next few months. Stay tuned because we will
need volunteers.

James, Ellie and I attended the rally in Niagara on the Lake during the Provincial
Premiers Summit hoping to get a glimpse of Steven Harper. The goal was to push for
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him to resign the Health Accord providing for Universal Healthcare for all. He must have forgotten his red umbrella
(a must if you were to rally) because we was a no show that day. It must be because he Pro-rogued the legislature
just as Dalton McGinty did. I hope this does not become a common occurrence because I struggle with the
spelling each and every time.

Education:

Each of the bargaining Unit presidents are working on education plans for the local for 2014. If you are interested
in ONA education, the workshop calendar is on the Central ONA website with a description of the workshop con-
tent. Then you must contact your bargaining unit president or in the case of Elmwood or Extendicare, contact me.
I believe James Gibbons will be talking about the Social Media Workshop in this newsletter but if there is one
workshop anyone should attend, it is this one. Social Media provides such opportunity for nurses in terms of net-
working and education but it can be a career killer if used in appropriately in or outside the workplace.

Financially:

The Local is doing very well financially. Many may not be aware that our financial policies mirror the policies of
ONA Central except for a few that are related to Local 100 specifically such as the bursaries we offer each spring.
Kathy Burgess and Ellie keep us on track. Every year we have a clean audit. Anytime a member would like to re-
view our budget just call the office and we are happy to review it with you.

The Year Ahead:

I wish I had a crystal ball- my own sense that it will be a rocky year as healthcare facilities deal with shrinking
budgets and a possible election. I saw this sign one day-“It doesn’t matter how we weather the storm but how
we dance in the rain that counts”. Get out those shoes!

Fall is approaching us quickly and it’s back to business as they say. Terry Foster will be returning from her mater-
nity leave but has decided not to return to the position as our BUP. As I have been acting BUP for the last year in
her absence, I will continue until it is time to elect a new committee. This term runs until Dec. 31, 2013. I will
decide at that time if I want my name to stand. If anyone thinks they would like to run for this position and re-
quires information, give me a call. You can contact me through work here in London. If I am not on duty, leave a
message for me and I will get back to you as soon as possible. I would like to bring to your attention to one of the
CNO professional standards-Accountability. If you are unsure how an SOP reads, look it up. Relying on other un-
ion or non-union staff to give you the answer may not be correct! If you perform something that goes against our
SOP’s, you will be held responsible no matter who you have turned to for a quick answer. If you do not have time,
then turn the problem over to your supervisor. It is in your best interest.
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Please, please continue to fill out the workload forms which are on each of the office computers if you are working
short staffed and have no time to complete your RAI assessments. These forms are for your own protection.

You should seek union representation each and every time you are called into the office for a "talk" to act as a
witness/ take notes and ensure if further action is required it is done. It is important that if you are asked to com-
plete any paperwork you complete it ASAP and don't take a long extended period to complete it.

The holiday season is fast approaching- if you have any issues with your schedule please let me know ASAP.

As mentioned in the previous newsletter, I wanted to give overdue recognition to Gail McBrayne for her contribu-
tions to the Radiation Therapy Profession. Gail was most recently the recipient of the 2012 Ken Turnbull Award,
for demonstrating longstanding commitment and dedication to the OAMRT and whose contributions have had a
major impact on the Association and the Profession.

In a brief overview of Gail's career, she was the Southwestern Section Chair from 2006-11, the Treasurer before
that and coordinator for their Education Days. She was the Education Co-Chair for the 2008 AGC (Annual General
Conference) in Windsor. She has given numerous presentations at Section Education Days and CAMRT
AGC's. Gail was on the OAMRT Task group for development of CAMRT Standards of Practice. From 2003 to
2005, she was a course instructor for CAMRT Continuing Education and re-wrote the Radiation Therapy chapter of
the Multidisciplinary course. From 1999-2011, Gail participated as a judge for most OAMRT exhibit competi-
tions. In May 2006, Gail was the recipient of the Mary F. Cameron Professional Service Award. In February, 2006,
Gail was a Member of the Canadian Medical Delegation to Yemen, as an Educator and Radiation Therapist, to
enhance the recently established Oncology Program in Sanaa, Yemen. I can still remember the wonderful presen-
tation she gave to the membership when she returned to London. Again, as with Barb Warr, this is by no means a
complete listing of Gail's accomplishments, but certainly indicates a prolific career, in Radiation Therapy. Well
done, Gail!

In August, June Harriman accepted the second CSRT position in our department, specializing in skin can-
cer. Though both CSRT positions were posted by the Employer as non-union, thanks to the positive outcome of
the arbitration decision on July 23, both CSRT positions and any future ones in our department will now be classi-
fied as Union positions. The CSRT classification and its corresponding pay grid will be added to the collective
agreement on the next round of negotiations.

I'm pleased to report that we are back on track with our labour management meetings. Phil Sarides, our LRO, has
offered to be part of our team at these meetings, which will be beneficial for our side. Due to the restructuring in
HR, with Angela Burtch now Director of HR, she has appointed Bethany Martin as the HR representative at Labour
Management. So far, both management and the Union, are happy with the appointment of Bethany.

As far as an update to when the collective agreement that was signed earlier this year will be printed or otherwise
posted under "Hospitals", then "collective agreements” on the ONA website, the Union is still waiting for a re-
sponse from the Employer regarding alternate language due to amendments to and creation of new Articles in the

(Continued on page 4)
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c/a, as mandated by the arbitrator. We have recently reminded the Employer of the outstanding deficits and will
keep reminding them until we have the c/a ready for printing.

The Paediatric Team deserves another shout out, as Kelly Ackerman initiated the first superhero visit for a male
paediatric patient. Carter Robbins’ super hero, “Iron Man”, visited Carter, as illustrated through both photographs
and video on the LHSC intranet, as well as on the CTV2 channel. As we wish Carter and his family all the best, we
will miss seeing them, as Carter was an exemplary patient and his spunky sister “Lexi”, entertained us every day.

As September is Childhood Cancer Awareness month, the Paediatric Team allocated Sept 16-20 for a week of
activities in support of this cause, including a display board in the atrium, a bake sale and cake off/Auction in
their continuing efforts to fund raise. On the Wednesday, Abby Owsley and Allison Walker will be giving a lecture
at the Childhood Cancer Awareness Symposium in the Sumner Amphitheatre of Victoria Hospital, called “Let’s get
Thermoplastered! - The Role of Radiation Therapy in the Treatment of Paediatric CNS Tumours”. Sounds like an
exciting week! Thanks to the whole team for their ongoing efforts in support of paediatric cancer patients at the
LRCP.

In the early summer, Cheryl Taylor was nominated for the Bonnie Adamson President’s Award, because of her
work with the Experience Based Design Project, Community of Practice in the province and her work in the South-
west Section of the OAMRT. Way to go Cheryl!

We have been blessed with the hiring of three of our own graduates in July, they being Krista Botta, Kelsey
Brunskill, and Siya Thiruchelvam. More recently, two therapists who wisely sought employment in New Zealand
while waiting for employment in Ontario, started working in our department early in September. Their names are
Sonal Lad and Stephanie Whyte. Welcome to all of our new members.

Congratulations to Eleonore and Jason, who welcomed Joshua Evan on May 26/13 to the Jamieson clan. Con-
gratulations go also to Marlo and Darren on the birth of Dylan Blake on August 30/13. Just this morning, we
heard Julie and Kevin's good news, that Emily Marie arrived yesterday morning, that being September 15/13.
Soon after the previous newsletter went to print, we were apprised of the retirement of both Barb and John Warr,
after decades of service at the LRCP. Thanks to Gail McBrayne for organizing a wonderful evening at Earl’s res-
taurant, where colleagues, both past and present, friends and former students gathered together in celebration of
Barb and John’s long and dedicated service to their respective professions at the LRCP. We wish them much en-
joyment in their retirement, without the pressures of work getting in the way.

As the revolving door of the Radiation Therapy Department was engaged again, we said goodbye and best wishes
to Melissa Reaume on September 4, who has left the LRCP in order to work in St. Catharines, for family rea-
sons. Melissa graduated from our centre seven years ago and we had the benefit of her expertise for that
time. We wish her all the best in her new life in St. Catharines.

I can’t believe it’s September! When I first started this job I was given to understand that it slowed down during
the summer…NOT. It’s been very busy and it looks to be ramping up for an even busier fall and winter.

Current Bargaining Unit Issues

The Local Negotiating Committee has had several meetings and is now in the process of finalizing our “Have a
(Continued on page 5)
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Say” questionnaire, which will give you the opportunity to direct bargaining for the next Local Agreement. In Octo-
ber we will be posting a link to Survey Monkey on the ONA electronic bulletin board and the Local website. The
link will take you to our short survey. Please take the time to answer the few short questions and identify your
priorities for bargaining.

We continue to see an increase in the number of grievances filed. The issues range from the failure to pay premi-
ums to the denial of vacation. Many leaders have been informing members that vacation quotas only apply to
requests made on the planner. It is the position of the Union that vacation quotas apply to all requests, all year. If
your request for vacation is denied, and quota continues to be available, please give the office a call for assis-
tance. Remember that the more notice you provide increases the possibility of having your request approved!

Hospital Central Bargaining is also beginning this year as the current Collective Agreement expires on March 31,
2014. Colleen Parfrey-Roefs and I are honoured to be representing Region 5 on the Hospital Central Negotiating
Team. We are heading to Toronto this week to begin the education process. Negotiations priorities are deter-
mined by the cultural survey completed by the membership but please feel free to contact us if you have any sug-
gestions or concerns that you would like us to take to the table for discussion.

There have been several reported incidents of aggressive visitors and families. Some of these situations have
been very difficult on the nurses involved. Please keep in mind that you can always call the Union for advice and
support in these situations. The hospital is obligated under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, to provide
you with a safe working environment, free from harassment and violence. If this has not been your experience we
need to hear from you.

RPT B implementation meetings at UH are complete and all Casual Nurses who chose to transition have done so.
Some areas may not have implemented the new process yet but soon will be. RPT B positions remaining unfilled
will be posted.

ONA President Linda Haslam-Stroud to serve a record sixth term. Passionate health care advocate, political activ-
ist and Hamilton renal transplant nurse Linda Haslam-Stroud, RN, has been acclaimed to serve a record sixth two-
year term as Ontario Nurses’ Association (ONA) President.

Hospital Association Committee

Many Nurses are struggling with patient safety concerns, most notably the medicine units at both UH and VH, 7IP
at UH, at ED at UH. The Professional Practice Reps have been busy preparing for the upcoming Hospital Associa-
tion Committee meeting, where the concerns of the Nurses will be addressed. If we do not achieve a satisfactory
resolution of these concerns, we will use the process available to us and advance these matters to an Independ-
ent Assessment Committee hearing. The Leadership of all these areas report to Executive VP Carol Young-Ritchie.

Your Contract - Did you know?

Vacation time will not normally be granted between December 15 and January 15. Where the operational require-
ments of the Hospital allow, vacation may be granted during this period. Where the Hospital has granted a
nurse’s request for vacation during this period, it is understood that the Hospital may not be able to grant five (5)
consecutive days off at Christmas or New Year’s to that nurse.

This Language does not prevent you from requesting vacation during the waiver period. Vacation should be grant-
(Continued on page 6)
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ed on a first requested, first approved basis if it was not requested and approved on the vacation planner. If your
initial request is denied be sure to resubmit. The Christmas schedule must be posted 8 weeks prior to the begin-
ning of the waiver period. The Christmas schedule must be posted by October 18.

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL - Ellen Ledingham

September 26th marked the first anniversary of our first Collective Agreement at University Hospital. The amount
of change we have undergone in the last months has been staggering and at times more than a little chaot-
ic. Thank you for your patience and flexibility. Here’s hoping our second year is a little more mundane and peace-
ful.

INFLUENZA CAMPAIGN

I wanted to let everyone know about the changes that are coming shortly around Influenza and Immunization.....if
you haven’t already noticed. This year there is a mandatory 30 minute iLearn that has to be completed. There
are also changes to the policy where anyone not immunized will be required to wear a procedure mask in patient
care areas when it is confirmed that influenza is widely circulating in the community, not only within the Hospi-
tals. There is a link to the new policy from the iLearn and I encourage everyone to look it over. ONA does not
have a position on whether the influenza vaccine is beneficial and the decision to be immunized or not is left up
to the individual. Article 18.07 in the Central Collective Agreement (blue book) outlines our parameters
and protection. If you or anyone on your Units have any questions, either about immunization or the policy, please
have them call the office.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAZARDS

I also wanted to take this opportunity to remind everyone to be cautious about the use of social media, especial-
ly while at work. LHSC takes any breaches of their policies very seriously. The Employer has the ability to audit
what websites you are visiting and in some cases see the content you are posting. If there is any information on
your profile(s) that identifies you as an employee of LHSC you could be held liable for content the Employer finds
slanderous, a violation of policy or a breech of privacy/confidentiality. In addition to any discipline the Hospital
may impose, including termination, you could be found guilty of professional misconduct by the College of Nurs-
es. Please be careful!!

Entitlement 3 week 4 week 5 week 6 week 7 week

Service
Date/Hours

Vacation hours
accrual per
pay (FT)

After 1 year

2012/1500

4.33

After 3 years

2010/4500

5.77

After 11 years

2002/6500

7.21

After 20 years

1993/30000

8.65

After 25 years

1988/37500

10.09LH
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The key to being a good human rights advocate and a good HR&E Team member is to “remember to look at every
situation through an HR&E lens” As nurses we face challenges daily that require us to look outside the box and
to leave our prejudice at the door. As your HR&E team within Local 100 it is our job to represent you, our mem-
bers through that HR&E lens. We look at each situation as an opportunity to ensure that our members are being
represented fairly and equitably.

There is a difference between discrimination and harassment and non- code harassment under the Human
Rights Code. An example of discrimination and harassment under the act must meet certain criteria to be consid-
ered a violation of the Human Rights Code. Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to employ-
ment without the discrimination related to race, ancestry, and place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship,
creed, sex, sexual orientation, and age, record of offences, marital status, family status or handicap. If one of
these “grounds for discrimination” has been met a grievance can be filed.

It is our goal within ONA and Local 100 to promote equity and diversity in the workplace and to protect members’
legal and contractual right to work in an environment that is free from harassment and discrimination. If you find
yourself experiencing discrimination or harassment at work by other members, the employer or agents of the em-
ployer(including managers) patients/client, families of patients/clients or other employees (including Physicians )
please contact your ONA representative to ensure your rights are considered. With continuing education and op-
portunities within ONA we can help to meet the needs of our members. Take the time to visit the ONA website at
www.ona.org to find out the latest in HR&E teleconnects. The HR&E team is continually looking to represent our
members.

The Attendance Management Program continues to capture members with sick time exceeding the limits of 4
incidents and 80 hours in 12 months. If you find yourself being asked to speak to your leader regarding your sick
time please take a moment and call the local office to ensure that a union representation will be with you. It is
also very important for our members to keep accurate records of their sick time to ensure they are not disadvan-
taged at Attendance Management meetings. Your own Family Doctor is an important member of your health care
team and should be involved in helping you keep track of any chronic health issues. Accurate documentation of
illness onset, length of time off and return to work plans are important for a safe return to work.

I have been involved in health and safety for a long time now, have many courses under my belt and I am an in-
structor for the Worker’s Health and Safety Centre but to my husband I am a novice. Listen to this story. He start-
ed a new job and he came home with a cardboard box of safety equipment and covered in filth. He told me about
his day and it became very clear there were a number of hazards he would be exposed to many times a day. I
asked if he had been provided with written measures and procedures and been provided with any health and
safety training. Of course the answer was no and that it does not take a rocket scientist to figure this all out ap-
parently and I was not to pull out my green book either! (The Occupational Health and Safety Act).

I didn’t really need my green book because I pretty well have section 25 (2) (a) memorized. An employer shall:
provide information, instruction and training to a worker to protect the health and safety of a worker. This is one
of the most common orders written by the Ministry Of Labour Inspectors.

LHSC (RN) OH Report: Ron Bouwman-UH/Jill Ross-VH, VP's

LHSC (RN) Attendance and HR&E Report: Kathy Burgess-VH/Margaret VanPuymbroeck-
UH, VP's
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25(2) (d) requires the employer to acquaint a worker or a person in authority over a worker with any hazard in the
work and in the handling, storage ,use, disposal and transport of any article, equipment or a biological, chemical
or physical agent. This section of the ACT covers every workplace and every sector in healthcare. That information
needs to be provided before the worker meets or handles this hazard. In our setting for example, before any
worker handles cytotoxic or hazardous drugs, they must have education and training as there is a difference be-
tween the two.

Under the HealthCare Regulations 10. (1) A worker who is required by his or her employer or by this regulation to
wear or use any protective clothing, equipment or device shall be instructed and trained in its care, use and limi-
tations before wearing or using it for the first time and at regular intervals thereafter and the worker shall partici-
pate in such instruction and training.

Section (2) states Personal Protective Equipment that is to be provided, worn or used shall,
 Be properly used and maintained;
 Be a proper fit:
 Be inspected for damage or deterioration; and
 Be stored in a convenient, clean and sanitary location when not in use.

Imagine my dismay when my husband had to use a fall arrest system and because he was not yet a full employ-
ee, he borrowed someone else’s! Any fall arrest system needs to be inspected prior to each use. Could you imag-
ine climbing the CN Tower to find out your straps were broken! It is the same with any personal protective equip-
ment at our jobs. So the CBRN team, the Chemical/ Biological/Radiological and Nuclear Emergency Prepared-
ness Team at LHSC- there is no sharing of equipment that has been fitted to your needs.

It doesn’t matter who your employer is there are legal requirements under the Occupational Health and Safety Act
that apply to all employers and all workers. There is no opting out by anyone. Luckily another employer came
along for my husband and it is pretty clear that health and safety is embedded in the culture of that organization
so I am greatly relieved and I think my husband now gets it!

I have been hearing concerns about the mandatory iLearning that all staff is required to do. I understand that
nurses may not feel that it applies to them- specifically the critical injury training. We are frequent hosts of the
Ministry of Labour and often this training is a requirement to comply with a compliance plan required by the MOL
based on an incident that occurred that put a worker at risk or has the potential to put someone at risk. In the
fall, new training will occur as a result of the hazardous drug issues that have been occurring at both sites. If we
look at the critical injury training, the risk of staff not understanding what a critical injury is and how to manage it
especially if you are in a charge position a day when a colleague is injured, can lead to financial penalties for not
just the employer but the charge person. The Occupational Health and Safety Act is law and supersede any other
legislation including privacy and confidentiality. Just as assaulting one can lead to legal ramifications for the per-
petrator- so does not following the Health and Safety Law. I do believe that if this training is mandatory then it is
the responsibility of your leaders to provide the time for you to complete the training. If this time is not provided-
please contact the office or contact one of the ONA H&S reps for assistance. Stay safe everyone.
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Social Media in the Workplace

We are surrounded by Social Media, It’s how most of us stay connected to friends, family and co-workers. Those
technologies have continued to evolve to the point where most universities have stopped issuing email accounts,
because generation Y and Z consider email passé. Social Media uses highly accessible and scalable communica-
tion technologies that are web-based and mobile. This allows the users to turn communication into interactive
dialogue. There are many different types of social media technologies, such as weblogs, social blogs, social net-
works, social bookmarking and podcasts. As of May 2013 there were more than 1.1 billion Facebook users glob-
ally. If Facebook was a country, it would be the third largest in the world after China. There are over 15 million
Facebook users in Canada, That’s 44% of Canada’s population. Twenty percent of Canadians use networking
sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook, or Twitter constantly during their working day. There are numerous benefits to
social media in the workplace if used properly. When not used properly it can let to discipline or termination.

An arbitrated case involving the Alberta Union of Provincial Employees v. Alberta [2008]. The Alberta Public Ser-
vice employee posted negative comments about six co-workers on her personal blog. She did not use names, but
they were readily identifiable. She also criticized her department, co-workers and superiors. When confronted, the
employee claimed that she had the right to exercise freedom of speech and refused to remove her blog postings.
The employee was terminated on the basis that she had caused irreparable damage to the employment relation-
ship and damaged the employer’s reputation. The arbitration panel found that while an employee is entitled to
create personal blogs and express opinions about employer and co-workers, if those opinions are accessible to
the public, the employee does NOT enjoy complete freedom to make damaging comments about them.

What you need to consider…

Be careful you don’t cross professional boundaries. Err on the side of caution when posting, or accepting clients
as friends on Facebook. Consider your CNO standards: Ethics: Nurses have a duty to uphold themselves in a
manner that reflects well on the profession, and to participate in and promote the growth of the profession. Ther-
apeutic Nurse-Client Relationship: Nurses are responsible for effectively establishing and maintaining the limits
or boundaries of the relationship. Confidentiality and Privacy: Nurses are responsible to maintain confidentiality
of the client’s personal health information even after the professional relationship has ended. Also consider gov-
ernment laws; Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA Monitor your security settings when using dif-
ferent social media outlets. Consider removing your employment information. Use extreme caution using your cell
phone at work, never take photos. Review the LHSC policy: Use of cellular phones and other wireless technolo-
gies.

Professional Responsibility and Workload

Over the last nine months at the UH site, we have received over 200 completed Professional Responsibility –
Workload Report Forms. Issues commonly identified were patient safety standards, nurses not being able to meet
their CNO Accountability Standard. Contributing factors included: sick calls, short / long term disability leaves not
being replaced, and overall acuity of the unit. ONA has met with leaders to discuss these issues. On 7IP a task
team was created to identify these issues. Through LHSC’s own data and the ONA’s PRC process, it was clear that
an increase to the current staffing compliment was needed. Leadership stepped up to the plate and agreed to
add an ICP on nights. This is an example where both employer and the union can work together to promote best
patient care. Other areas of concern: 4IP and Emergency. Currently we are working with leadership to address the

LHSC (RN) Professional Practice Report: James Gibbons - UH/Colleen Roefs-VH, VP's
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numerous issues, and will use language in our collective agreement to protect our nurses and promote safe, ethi-
cal, quality of care for our patients.

James Gibbons

The hot days of summer are behind us now but the PRC process certainly has not cooled off. At VH the medicine
units have faced considerable challenges with their new staffing models and continue to experience them on a
daily basis. 43 PRC forms have been received and reviewed to date and the medicine group have identified a
number of recurring workload themes. Safety concerns, missed treatments, missed/late medications, compro-
mised therapeutic nurse/patient relationship and accountability to summarize a few. As well, nurse breaks, es-
pecially on night shift have become an issue with nurses being unable to leave the unit and their colleague alone
to get away for 45 minutes or to even just grab a coffee. I cannot count the number of times nurses have told me
how desperate their situation is in both the care of their patients and the care of themselves.

In August there was a meeting for the medicine nurses to ask their leadership what corrective actions were to be
considered to remedy the situation and to this point there have been no permanent working solutions put into
action.

As of August 30 there is a 3 hour HAC (hospital advisory committee) meeting to discuss only the PRC issues on
Medicine at VH and 4IP and 7IP at UH. At this time we will again recommend up staffing but realize that it is un-
likely to be implemented just at our urging. We have plans to move to the final step of an IAC (independent as-
sessment committee) at this time with the hopes of improving the working conditions and patient care on the
medicine units. As slow as this process is, it does give nurses a say when barriers in the standard of care they
are expected to fulfill is compromised.

I continue to do lunch and learn sessions on VH's multiple units as my work schedule permits and hope to get to
all remaining units this upcoming year. If you have any questions or concerns regarding professional practise
please feel free to contact me either through the union office 519-667-0937, cell 226-926-5971.

Colleen Roefs

Back, Shoulder and Neck Issues: We have heard from many nurses struggling with these issues. Personal life
issues and age may contribute, but as patient acuity increases, nursing and support staff numbers decreases, we
are hearing from many of you. Seeing your personal Doctor for treatment and documentation is in your best inter-
est, as well as, linking up with Occupational Health for support and suggestions are an excellent idea. Our hospi-
tal has an ergonomist who can arrange to come to your department to help with ergonomic issues and suggest
products to help us with the necessary care we provide. Education is the better way to look at this issue. If we are
able to change the way we approach our work, perhaps we will have less injuries and illness related to these is-
sues. We are fortunate to have on site physiotherapy, both at VH and UH, free to staff for treatment. This would
not be billed to our provider, leaving the amount available for future use.

W.S.I.B: There have been many new claims. W.S.I.B. is a complicated system and help is often needed to navi-
gate the system. Should you have a work related injury or illness, file out an A.E.M.S. report and please call the

(Continued from page 9)

LHSC (RN) RTW and Accommodations Report: Jill Bischop-VH/Kathy Payne-UH, VP's
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ONA local 100 office and we will be in touch to facilitate your needs. You will be contacted by Troy Rosborough
the Hospital rehab specialist dealing with W.S.I.B. claims. He will have questions for you. Please be sure to see
your attending doctor (who may order tests etc.) and ask your doctor to document for future needs. Keep copies
of all doctors notes and supporting medical from physiotherapy specialists, test results, etc.

We will work with you, Troy and your leadership team to develop a safe and successful return to work plan, moni-
tor your progress or help to make changes to your individualized plan. We are available to attend W.S.I.B. meet-
ings. ONA provides a hand book for our members to answer questions and it is a useful guide to help you move
through the system. We have this available from our office.

Medical Accommodations: These are accomplished based on medical information supplied from your treating
care giver. This is usually your family doctor, who might use other care providers such as, medical specialists,
physiotherapy, addictions resources, psychologists & psychiatrist, to assess you and provide treatment.
Both temporary and permanent accommodations are supported through occupational health. Restrictions are
reviewed on a yearly basis. Once these are in place it is important to work within your restrictions. Should you
have problems working within these restrictions or accommodations please make your occupational health nurse
aware, and give the ONA office a call. We will help you and attend your occupational health apts. and reviews.
Working within your guidelines promotes success and wellness.

Temporary restrictions may need to be in place for a period of time after surgery or illness. You may be returning
to work on shortened hours (4 hour shifts etc.) building up to full time hours. This is a work hardening program
designed specifically to your needs. You might need reduced physical duties, and this is developed with Occupa-
tional Health and ONA as well as with your area leadership for a successful outcome.

Occupational Health appointments and yearly reviews for accommodations:
We are available to attend these appointments with you. Please give the office a call with as much notice as pos-
sible for scheduling purposes.

WHAT IS NEW?

We are developing a power point presentation explaining the Accommodation Process. We hope to visit your de-
partment in the future and provide in-services, to share this information and answer your questions.

Supporting you through the journey!

I hope everyone has had a great summer as we are heading into fall. The bargaining unit will be going into concil-
iation with our employer on October 3, 2014. This will be to try to tie up the remaining issues with our con-
tract. When we last met with our employer the plan is for us to join the Central collective agreement with other
nursing homes. I will keep you all posted with progress from this next round of negotiations.

(Continued from page 10)
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